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Abstract. This paper presents the application of deception theory to improve 
the success of client honeypots at detecting malicious web page attacks from in-
fected servers programmed by online criminals to launch drive-by-download at-
tacks. The design of honeypots faces three main challenges: deception, how to 
design honeypots that seem real systems; counter-deception, techniques used to 
identify honeypots and hence defeating their deceiving nature; and counter 
counter-deception, how to design honeypots that deceive attackers. The authors 
propose the application of a deception model known as the deception planning 
loop to identify the current status on honeypot research, development and de-
ployment. The analysis leads to a proposal to formulate a landscape of the 
honeypot research and planning of steps ahead.  
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1   Introduction 

With increasing reliance on computer networks, important expected security con-
cepts―confidentiality, integrity and availability―are under constant threat: 1)  
personal information, such as names/credit card numbers, is stolen; 2) office desktop 
computers are compromised into sending e-mail spam; and 3) risk of power grid out-
ages caused by denial-of-service attacks on SCADA systems [1] might escalate.  

A particularly insidious type of online attack has emerged in recent years, which 
targets clients through malicious servers that deliver an attack as part of the server’s 
response to a client request. As the web browser requests content from a web server, 
the server returns a malicious page that launches a so-called drive-by-download attack 
on the browser. If successful, the web server pushes and executes arbitrary programs 
on the client machine.  
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Security devices called high-interaction client honeypots are able to find these ma-
licious web pages by driving a client to visit web pages and make an assessment as to 
whether the page launches an attack. However, if the malicious server can first iden-
tify the client as a honeypot, it could choose not to launch attack code, rendering the 
client honeypot ineffective. Attacker counteracts are exemplified by articles on 
honeypot detection, in which several ways to fingerprint honeypots are introduced [2].  

These researchers have concluded that the use of detection techniques in drive-by 
attacks necessitates the inclusion of deception techniques in client honeypots. With an 
understanding of the anti-detection techniques used by malicious servers, this paper 
proposes deception methodologies designed to develop client honeypots that elude 
detection. As the adversary improves in sophistication, so do the defenders. 

2   Background 

"A honeypot is a security resource whose value lies in being probed, attacked, or 
compromised".  Even though the notions of honeypots were originated in the early 
1990's, only recently commercial products have been developed and papers have been 
published [3]. The concepts of honeypots were formulated in 1990/1991 with the 
work of Clifford Stoll's ”The Cuckoo's Egg" and Bill Cheswick's  "An Evening With 
Berferd" [4]. The use of honeypots and decoys as a deception in the defense of infor-
mation systems was related by Cheswick, Bellovin, D'Angelo and Glick, in 1991 [5] 
in the paper "An Evening with Berferd In Which a Cracker is Lured, Endured, and 
Studied."  The paper is a chronicle of how the researchers offered a “bite” to a 
cracker, the traps used to lure and detect him, and the chroot “Jail” the researchers 
built to watch his activities [6].  

Types of honeypots can be differentiated by their ability to interact with an at-
tacker. Systems that emulate vulnerabilities and allow limited interaction with the 
attacker are low-interaction honeypots. Systems that are vulnerable and allow interac-
tion with the attacker at all levels are high-interaction honeypots [7]. Another differ-
entiation is between physical honeypots, which run on physical machines, and virtual 
honeypots, which run on virtual machines [2]. 

As a result of attackers exploiting vulnerabilities in client programs (such as 
browsers), honeypots have evolved to simulate the behavior of a human and analyze 
how such behavior is exploited by an attacker [2]. 

2.1   Client Honeypots 

A client honeypot consists of three components: the queuer, visitor, and analysis en-
gine (Fig. 1 illustrates components). This client is controlled by a visitor component 
which interacts with potentially malicious web servers. Information about what server 
to interact with and the data to be sent to the server is created by a queuer component, 
for example a web crawler, that generates server requests. Lastly, the analysis engine 
assesses whether the server is malicious or benign. 

The visitor component maps to high- and low-interaction client honeypots. The 
former allows the honeypot system full functional interaction. As the client interacts 
with the server, the system monitors for unauthorized state changes, such as file  
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Fig. 1. Client Honeypot Component Diagram 

modifications or process adjustments that would indicate a successful attack [8,9]. 
The latter signifies that the functionality of the client is limited, typically by using 
emulated services. Because no active exploitation occurs, the low-interaction client 
honeypot inspects the response directly using signatures, heuristics, and security 
predicates to detect attacks [9, 10, 11]. 

Given that honeypots are deceptive by nature, there is a wealth of wisdom to be 
gained from the study of deception theory in other sciences, such as social science.  

2.2   Deception 

The Longman Dictionary of American English defines Deception as "An act of de-
ceiving." Deceiving is defined as "To cause someone to accept as true or good what is 
false or bad [13]." Multiple studies and theories of deception have been proposed. 
Cohen states that "Deception exploits errors in cognitive systems for advantage. It is 
achieved by systematically inducing and suppressing signals entering the target cogni-
tive system [5]." 

Bell and Whaley studied the general theory of deception and types of deception 
[14]. They argue that there are two levels of basic deceptive methods found in nature: 
hiding and showing. Humans consciously use these two methods found in nature.   

Hiding, level one, is divided into three parts: masking, repacking and dazzling. 
Masking: the real thing is hidden by blending with the background, integrating itself 
with the surroundings, or seeking invisibility. Repacking: the real thing is perceived 
in various ways, as dangerous, harmless or irrelevant. Dazzling: ultimate problem of 
what to do when masking and repacking do not work and the attacker knows the vic-
tim is there. The qualities of the object might be changed as to confound [14]. 

Showing, level two, is divided into three parts: mimicking, inventing and decoying. 
Mimicking: a replica of reality is created by selecting one or more characteristics of the 
real in order to achieve an advantageous effect. Inventing: the false is presented through 
the creation of an alternative reality, e.g. the false document appears to be real, but it is 
not. Decoying: gives an additional alternative pattern, increasing its certainty [14]. The 
work performed by honeypots fits within these levels and categories of deception. 

3   Problem: Detecting Honeypots  

The design of honeypots faces three main challenges: deception, counter-deception 
and counter-counter-deception [15]. a) Deception problem: how to design honeypots 
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that look like normal computer systems. b) Counter-deception problem: techniques 
used to identify if a computer is a honeypot. Objectives of counter-deception include 
the appraisal of whether an attacker can detect a honeypot, and the identification of 
whether the data collected from such a honeypot are misinformation. c) Counter-
counter-deception: how to design honeypots that make attackers think that they are 
real systems [15].  

4   Analysis 

Honeypots are used to research and to prevent, detect, and respond to attacks. For 
research purposes, honeypots collect information on threats, which can be used for 
trend analysis, identification of new tools or methods, and attacker identification [16]. 
In this section, the authors focus the analysis on the research purpose of honeypots. 

4.1   Deception 

Before launching an attack, adversaries collect information about the host operating 
system and services running. Learning about the operating system allows attackers to 
understand what vulnerabilities the host might have. Learning about the services and 
versions facilitates planning of a route of attack [2].  Researchers value the knowledge 
of how the adversary breaks into a target machine and honeypots enable them to do 
that. The type of honeypot used varies according to the intended victim of attacks, 
which can be targeted attacks or targets of opportunity.  

Targeted attacks are directed to targets of choice, which are organizations with 
high value information resources. For these targets of choice, production honeypot 
file servers could be used to provide falsified information to a human attacker who 
analyzes information given out by the honeypot [4]. Creating fake file systems is a 
form of mimicking and inventing [15]. Spitzner proposes the use of honeytokens, 
which are digital information entities, not computers. Any interaction with them is an 
unauthorized interaction. This form of honeypot is also useful to detect, identify and 
gather information about the malicious insider threat [17].  

Targets of opportunity attacks can use multiple deception techniques, e.g. honeypot 
farms, in which honeypots are services. All the traffic coming to the production server 
is re-routed to pass through honeypots that are locally or remotely located. The 
honeypots need to emulate the production systems. In the event of detecting malicious 
activity, this can be logged, trapped, and traced back [18]. Roaming honeypots are 
mechanisms that allow the locations of honeypots to be unpredictable, continuously 
changing, and disguised within a server pool, from which a subset of servers provides 
services and the rest of the server pool is idle and acts as honeypots [19]. 

Client honeypots simulate the behavior of a human and actively search for attacks 
and malicious content on the Internet [2]. The level of interaction between client 
honeypots with servers can be low or high. Low-interaction client honeypots use a 
simulated client in place of a browser and assess the malicious nature of a server via 
static analysis such as signatures. High-interaction client honeypots interact with 
servers and assess the malicious nature of the server based on state changes [7]. 
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Significant development of client honeypots is expected for web clients, the most 
critical of the cross-platform vulnerabilities in the SANS Top 20 list. Honeypots for 
newer applications such as VoIP and SCADA may become widespread [7]. 

4.2   Counter-Deception 

Malware is increasingly more sophisticated. Developers of malware aim to make it 
undetectable. New offensive techniques are adopted once they are made public and 
quickly adapted to face new defensive techniques [21].  

Examples of counter-deception are found in publications in Phrack magazine de-
scribing methods to detect, disable, and defeat Sebek 1 [22] in an attempt to avoid 
malware collection and hence malware analysis.   

A trend has emerged in which malware uses evasion, e.g. the Agobot botnet family 
uses polymorphism as an obfuscation mechanism [20]. Malware is able to detect 
whether it is running in a virtual machine and change its behavior, e.g. a specimen 
discovered by Intelguardians [12], the worm Conficker, the Storm worm [24], and 
Agobot [23]. Examples developed by security researchers include Nopill [26], Vmde-
tect [27], Redpill [28], Scoopy Doo [2], and VMwareTools [29]. Scientific literature 
on the topic of detecting honeynets includes NoSEBrEaK - Attacking Honeynets, by 
Dornseif et al. who demonstrate methods to control honeynets [22].    

In [30] two broad groups of strategies for detecting deception were identified:  
strategies based on detection of evidence of deception in the environment, and inspec-
tion for signs of deception in the information within the environment.  

Honeypot detection methods usually exploit discrepancies between the real sys-
tems and honeypots [2]. Provos and Holz discuss several techniques to detect  
low-interaction and high-interaction honeypots. Realistic looking low-interaction 
honeypots need to deceive network scanning tools. High-interaction honeypots need 
to simulate an entire operating system environment. The deceiving nature of physical 
high-interaction honeypots can be concealed; however, honeypots running in virtual 
environments have additional challenges as virtualization is detectable [2]. 

Methods of virtualization detection exploit logical discrepancies, resource discrep-
ancies and timing discrepancies. a) Logical discrepancies evaluate semantic differ-
ences in the interfaces of real and virtual hardware. b) Resource discrepancies  
evaluate the resources that the virtual machine shares with its guests, such as CPU 
cycles, physical memory and cache footprint. c) Timing discrepancies evaluate the 
variance in latency, relative differences in the latency of any two operations, and the 
behavior of these latencies over time [31]. The main reason for these discrepancies is 
that the virtual machines were designed to provide fidelity, performance and safety, 
but not transparency [2]. 

Several methods suggest themselves for detecting client honeypots. a) Observing 
click rate and dwell time could identify a client honeypot tasked with identifying  
malicious web pages as fast as possible. b) Referrer evaluation is another mechanism 
that identifies client honeypots based on their navigational characteristics. c) Another 
possible identification means is the network location of the incoming requests. These 
techniques are applicable to both low- and high-interaction client honeypots.  

                                                           
1 Developed by the Honeynet Project [25], Sebek is a tool for collecting forensic data from 

compromised high-interaction honeypots [2]. 
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There are other techniques that are specific to this type of client honeypot. High-
interaction client honeypots could be identified by rendering checks. As a page is 
loaded, an adversary could check whether the page is actually displayed.  

A low-interaction client honeypot likely appears like a regular browser. Using the 
header fields of entire requests can uncover this deception. Header order and data 
formatting might also give the deception away or the TCP/IP track can be analyzed 
with the passive OS fingerprinting tool p0f [32].The header lines and values of an http 
request can be analyzed and compared to a fingerprint database to identify a given 
web browser using browserrecon [33]. Further, low-interaction client honeypots are 
light weight, stripped-down versions of the browser. An adversary can discern it by 
calling functionality that is present in a full-fledged browser, but not in a low-
interaction client honeypot [34]. Because low-interaction honeypots simulate a system 
and do not provide a complete operating system environment to the adversary, they 
can be detected more easily than high-interaction client honeypots. 

4.3   Counter Counter-Deception 

These researchers refer to counter counter-deception as the analysis of attackers' 
counter-deception techniques that result in new deception designs. The changes oc-
curring in Sebek's code after publication of Advanced Honey Pot Identification [22], 
describing methods to defeat Sebek, is an example of counter counter-deception.     

Counter counter-deception focuses on two main areas: creation of defenses and 
understanding how attackers work and think. The authors believe that this understand-
ing will lead to improvements in honeypot research and development, applying de-
ception techniques. Seifert, et. al., proposed a taxonomy of honeypot systems that 
facilitates the understanding of honeypot technology by presenting a faceted classifi-
cation that addresses six areas of honeypot study: interaction level, data capture,  
containment, distribution appearance, communication interface and role in multi-tier 
architecture. This taxonomy offers a framework for describing honeypot research 
[35]. The values for each area [35] are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Honeypot Taxonomy 

Category Interaction 
Level 

Data 
Capture 

Containment Distribution 
Appearance 

Communication 
Interface 

Role in Multi 
Tier 
Architecture 

Values -High 
-Low 

-Intrusions 
-Events 
-Attacks 
-None 

-Defuse 
-Block 
-Slow Down 
-None 

-Distributed 
-Stand-  
 Alone 

-Software API 
-Network IP  
-Non Network  
 Hardware IF 

-Client  
-Server 

The authors argue that the systematic application of Bell and Whaley's theory of 
deception, using the taxonomy of honeypots, facilitates the identification of potential 
research gaps. According to Bell and Whaley, even though most cheating is done in-
tuitively, the complex process to plan and design a deception can be depicted in a 
Deception Planning Loop. Deception falls in categories within two levels, hiding and 
showing [14], as shown in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Deception Levels and Categories 

Level Hiding Showing 

Category - Masking 
- Repacking  
- Dazzling 

- Mimicking 
- Inventing  
- Decoying 

These categories give a spectrum of characteristics or charcs [14] (e.g. taxonomy 
of honeypots) to be used during the deception. The ruse is the process of selecting the 
appropriate categories of cheating and subsequently the characteristics to create a 
cover or effect. Ruses fall in categories: unnoticed, benign, desirable, unappealing and 
dangerous. The ruse creates a cover or effect for the attacker to accept the illusion. 
The planning of the deception aims at anticipating the illusion; however, the illusion 
depends only on the perception of the target audience [14].  
 
Bell and Whaley describe the Deception Planning Loop as:  

…Fashioning a RUSE from CHARCS that are projected by a selected CHANNEL 
as an EFFECT or COVER that, if successful, created an ILLUSION made up of the 
perceived CHARCS that is, therefore, a successful stratagem supporting the De-
ception Goal and hence the Strategic Goal [14].   

 
The deception model varies for attacks focused on targets of choice, and attacks fo-
cused on targets of opportunity executed with automated tools such as worms [4].   It 
also varies according to the type of honeypot. High-interaction honeypots are exam-
ples of mimicking users, browsers, and active content. Low-interaction honeypots are 
examples of decoying.  

For example, the deception goal of a high-interaction client honeypot is to "look" 
like a human user and be attacked.  The ruse is to mimic the human behavior by navi-
gating on the Internet (charc/channel) and interacting with servers using a web 
browser (charc/channel). The operating system and applications have a degree of 
known vulnerabilities that are controlled according to the empirical experiment 
(charc/channel). If successful, the malicious server will have the illusion that the cli-
ent honeypot is an actual user and will execute the attack.  

The definitions of new approaches to develop honeypots are examples of different 
ruses. Some new approaches to develop honeypots have been formulated. For exam-
ple, Vukasin Pejovic et al. conducted an initial investigation and implementation steps 
for the deployment of honeypots as an independent hardware device with the incorpo-
rated honeypot behavior [36]. 

These researchers argue that for the future development of honeypots, the results of 
a deception plan should retro-feed the Deception Planning Loop, making the definition 
of charcs and channels an ongoing process. For example, attackers frequently use 
compromised computers to spread attacks. To prevent these attacks, using deception 
techniques, honeypots control the data leaving them. E.g. Sebek and other Gen II 
honeynets impose a hidden limit to the number of outbound connections [37]. Lessons 
learned from some experiments are useful when planning the deception. For instance, 
Rowe and Goh observed increasing number of attacks after the system went down and 
came back up. This analysis suggests that keeping an existing long-used IP address and 
responding normally to packets might lead to a decrease in the number of attacks [38]. 
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The authors believe that counter counter-deception in the development of client 
honeypots, in addition to a technical approach, should be complemented by a political 
and social approach to learning about trends and alerts in the attacker community. 
This is part of a framework to study malware, attackers' behavior and attack trends. 

The Honeynet Project deployed the Global Distributed Honeynet project, with 
goals such as global deployment of more high-interaction honeynets, and cross refer-
encing of incident data for correlation against historical forensic databases [39].  

The NOAH Project, funded by the European Commission, is a three year project 
that intends to gather and analyze information about the nature of Internet cyber at-
tacks [40]. Its Honey At Home implementation project extends its network to homes 
and small businesses [41]. It will develop an infrastructure to detect and provide early 
warning of attacks to expedite countermeasures to combat them. 

Fred Cohen proposes the creation of a set of red teaming experiments in which at-
tackers as well as defenders are studied, to understand how attackers work and think, 
and the effects of defenses on attackers [42]. Moreover, to isolate the effects of decep-
tion, he proposes the creation of control groups, and experiments with double blind 
data collection [42]. 

5   Conclusions 

The determination of the current status of honeypot research and deployment by using 
deception theory can help identify which areas of honeypot technology research are 
priorities. This would be part of a framework to analyze malware, attacks and attack-
ers' trends.  

Stating the strategic deception goals, studying the feasibility of application of  
deception techniques available in the social sciences, becoming aware of what tech-
nology is available and the research status of such technology, and assessing the level 
of accomplishment of goals, would guide the depiction of the honeypot research and 
deployment landscape in order to indicate future research direction. 

These researchers believe that aggregation, sharing and analysis of data captured 
with honeypots help describe the status of attacks and attacker trends. Adopting a 
taxonomy of honeypots enables the research community to agree on the object of 
study and facilitates needed communication.  
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